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Abstract— In this paper, we present an unsupervised graph
cut based object segmentation method using 3D information
provided by Structure from Motion (SFM), called Grab-
CutSFM. Rather than focusing on the segmentation problem
using a trained model or human intervention, our approach
aims to achieve meaningful segmentation autonomously with
direct application to vision based robotics. Generally, ob-
ject (foreground) and background have certain discriminative
geometric information in 3D space. By exploring the 3D
information from multiple views, our proposed method can
segment potential objects correctly and automatically compared
to conventional unsupervised segmentation using only 2D visual
cues. Experiments with real video data collected from indoor
and outdoor environments verify the proposed approach.
I. INTRODUCTION
Robust and correct object segmentation is not only use-
ful for object tracking and obstacle avoidance in robotics,
but significant for high level computer vision tasks, such
as object recognition and image understanding. However,
distinguishing an object from background is challenging due
to ambiguous visual cues such as brightness, color or texture.
Thus, traditional unsupervised image based segmentation
(e.g., thresholding, K-means) is prone to obtain either an over
or under segmented region which cannot represent object
of interest in a meaningful way that is understandable by
machine or human. Meaningful objects generally hold a
certain physical shape and spatial discrimination to back-
ground in 3D space, these kinds of 3D cues could provide
prior knowledge to infer meaningful object segmentation.
For instance, in an urban environment, the segmentation of
objects such as pedestrians or cars can be quite useful for
an autonomous platform. It is common that these objects
always have different 3D spatial information in contrast to
their environment (building, tree or road), while they might
still share the similar visual appearance that cause traditional
appearance based methods to fail. Therefore this suggests
that informative 3D cues could provide a strong hypothesis
of meaningful objects in the image and then segment them
automatically.
The computer vision community has demonstrated excel-
lent results from still images using either manual initializa-
tion from human inputs [1]–[3] or trained models [4], [5].
These methods commonly rely on external supervision to
provide the hypothesis of meaningful objects, which might
not always be accessible. Even though some work had
explored unsupervised segmentation [6], [7], these methods
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Fig. 1. (a)A sample frame from our experimental dataset. (b)3D point cloud
generated from image sequences using SFM. (c)Projections of 3D grouped
points on image plane using camera pose from SFM. (d)Final segmentation
result from our proposed method.
only applied 2D visual cues to enforce the segmented re-
gion preserving coherent appearance which is not necessary
to be a meaningful object. As addressed above, 3D cues
would introduce more descriptive information. Meanwhile,
3D information is ubiquitous to the robotics and computer
vision community nowadays due to bloom of cost-effective
sensors and advanced algorithms (e.g., RGBD camera, laser
or multiple view stereo algorithm). Motivated by this, we
introduce 3D cues into the traditional unsupervised object
segmentation.
Furthermore, some works [8]–[11] also combine 3D in-
formation to achieve segmentation. However, these methods
either a require large amount of training data or human
intervention to initialize the model of meaningful objects.
In contrast, we aim to demonstrate the usefulness of the
3D information for providing meaningful hypotheses of
object segmentation automatically in certain scenario (i.e.,
unsupervised object segmentation).
In this paper, we propose an unsupervised object segmen-
tation method to segment objects of interest in real video
data captured both indoors and outdoors (Fig.1(a)), without
requiring labeled training data or human intervention. In
video sequences, 3D information describing scene and cam-
era poses can be recovered using SFM [12]. Thus, we begin
by reconstructing 3D point clouds using video sequence from
a monocular camera (Fig.1(b)). Further, we employ K-means
to group the point clouds into several clusters using spatial
discrimination in 3D space. Each cluster is then projected
back to the image plane using a corresponding camera pose
estimated from SFM (Fig.1(c)). In addition, a bounding box
denoting the hypothesis of a potential meaningful object
is generated based on projected clusters on the 2D image
plane, and then a state-of-the-art graph based segmentation
algorithm, GrabCut [2], is applied to achieve final object
segmentation (Fig.1(d)). Unlike the original GrabCut al-
gorithm, the bounding box is initialized automatically by
unsupervised learning on reconstructed point clouds in our
method. We refer to the proposed method as GrabCutSFM.
Fig.1 illustrates an example output of the GrabCutSFM
method.
The rest of paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
we discuss some related work. Section III addresses the pro-
posed method, GrabCutSFM. Some results and conclusion
are given in Section IV and V, respectively.
II. RELATED WORK
Segmentation problems have been studied in computer
vision community and other areas for decades. Yet it is still a
challenging problem due to large uncertainty and ambiguity
between object and background [13]. Lots of algorithms have
been proposed to resolve segmentation problem in different
scenarios, such as mean-shift [14], normalized cut [6], level
sets [15] and graph cut based methods [1].
In this paper, we define the segmentation problem as
pixel-wise labelling problem, i.e., label pixels as object or
background. In literature, this labelling based segmentation
can be summarized as three major categories, i.e., supervised
segmentation, semi-supervised segmentation and unsuper-
vised segmentation.
Supervised segmentation is a field of research analogous to
classification. In order to segment the object and background,
large amount and representative training data are required to
achieve a discriminative model. Some works [4], [5], [16]
employ 2D cues, such as textures, color, and shape, to train
classifiers to discriminate pixels between object and back-
ground. Recently, due to the popularity of 3D information in
robotics and computer vision community, some researchers
[9], [11] combine 3D cues with 2D appearances for urban
scene semantic segmentation. Likewise, sufficient training
data are required to achieve good segmentation. This paper
aims to achieve useful segmentation results without training
data.
With respect to supervised segmentation, semi-supervised
segmentation focuses on segmentation with some necessary
human inputs (interactive segmentation) [1]–[3] or robot
inputs (active segmentation) [17], [18] to achieve object
segmentation. These methods will model the potential ob-
jects using limited external inputs and then employ graph
cut based optimisation procedure to infer segmentation. In
particular, GrabCut [2] is one of the advanced methods to
achieve good object segmentation. Our proposed method will
extend the current GrabCut method to achieve segmentation
for video data without human inputs, whereas the original
GrabCut is proposed on still image segmentation with human
inputs.
Another stream is unsupervised segmentation which only
interprets the image as several regions with coherent at-
tributes, e.g., strong contrast on the edge and uniform color
on the surface. As pointed in [7], the aim of this unsupervised
segmentation is to obtain perceptually important groupings or
regions, which often reflect global aspects of the image. Also,
Jianbo et al [6] address that this unsupervised segmentation
is not aiming to segment a complete meaningful object. Thus
inherent characteristics of the unsupervised segmentation
would limit to some applications, like obstacle avoidance,
manipulation, or human interpretation, we might need the
potential meaningful object to be segmented instead of just
several regions.
Inspired by the reviewed methods, we combine unsuper-
vised method and interactive method to achieve potential
meaningful object segmentation automatically. Specifically,
we apply unsupervised method on 3D space to acquire
some object hypothesises which we then use to initialize 2D
interactive segmentation. In contrast to the previous work
[19], object hypothesis is automatically generated from 3D
information rather than provided by human in [19].
Fig. 2. Overview of the proposed GrabCutSFM method.
III. METHOD OVERVIEW
Figure 2 shows an overview of the proposed method
in this paper. It starts from estimating camera poses from
multiple views using SFM. Common to all systems that
computing point clouds is the requirement for high quality
camera pose estimation. We use SFM to acquire camera
poses from image sequences using the method proposed in
[20]. The reconstructed point clouds are then clustered using
K-means based on 3D spatial information and then projected
onto the correspondent image through the computed camera
poses. These 3D point projections provide possible object
candidatures for GrabCut initialization. Finally, the object
is segmented by applying GrabCut. Note that the proposed
method currently assumes that the meaningful object is static,
which is reasonable for most real environment, either indoor
[18] or outdoor environments [9]. More details of this method
are described in the following sections.
A. Camera Pose Estimation and Point Cloud Reconstruction
Camera poses and 3D reconstruction from a video se-
quence has long been an active research topic in computer
vision. As the primary focus of this work is to investigate
automatic object segmentation using 3D information, we
only briefly outline camera pose estimation for each view
and 3D point cloud reconstruction of the video sequence.
The basic method used in this paper is summarized as
follows. Firstly, we calibrate the camera using our modified
Bouguet’s Calibration Toolbox [21] to get camera focal
length, principle point and distortion parameters. Then SIFT
features are extracted from each view and tracked over
views using epipolar constraints. Finally, camera poses and
sparse structures are estimated using camera resection and
triangulation, followed by bundle adjustment optimization to
refine the solution [20].
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Fig. 3. RANSAC results for 3D plane estimation. Green dots are estimated
points belonging to plane while the red ones are outliers (i.e., non-plane).
Note that 3D points are visualized in x− y plane.
B. 3D clustering
K-means clustering [23] is a method aiming to partition
observations x with d dimensions into k clusters in which
each observation belongs to the cluster with the nearest mean
µ . Given the reconstructed 3D point cloud X, K-means aims
to minimize the objective function in Eq.1.
argmin
C
k
∑
i=1
∑
X j∈Ci
‖X j−µi‖
2 (1)
where µi is the centroid of 3D points cluster Ci.
Due to the dataset on which our algorithm employs, the
points from support surface are also reconstructed. We found
a large amount points from the surface which cause K-
means to converge to local minimum. Thus points from
Fig. 4. Clusters of reconstructed 3D point cloud after rejecting points
belonging to a plane. Different color represents potential object.
potential object could be clustered into the incorrect centroid.
However, points from a surface (e.g., ground or table) share
the similar normal direction complied with plane constraints.
RANSAC [24] was employed to detect the points belonging
to a plane and then remove them from reconstructed point
cloud. Additionally, we found our method is not sensitive
to k by varying k from 5 to 15. With further investigation,
we notice that the k is affected by the relative location
between objects and background. In this paper, we set k as
6. Furthermore, we noticed that 3D information along z-axis
(camera viewing direction) is more discriminative comparing
to x-axis and y-axis in the reconstructed point cloud, which
implies that depth information is a strong cue in 3D space.
Fig.3 shows the detected points from plane (in green) and
Fig.4 illustrates that clusters after rejecting points of plane.
C. Automatic initialization
In order to employ GrabCut framework for object seg-
mentation, an initial object hypothesis is required to model
both object and background attributes. Instead of conducting
initialization manually, 3D clusters will be projected back to
image plane using the corresponding camera pose to generate
possible object hypothesis. Eq.2 describes the relationship
between 3D points X and projections x on image plane.
x = PX (2)
where P is camera matrix which encapsulates camera in-
trinsic parameters as well as camera rotation and translation
information.
Fig.1(c) shows the projections of clustered 3D points on
image plane. Due to inaccurate camera poses, we might
obtain some incorrect projections on image plane. Since
potential object of interest always occupy a certain region
in 3D world rather than spread out the whole background,
we apply RANSAC again on projected 2D points to remove
Fig. 5. 2D projections of clustered 3D points on the image plane. Color is
associated with corresponding 3D cluster. Bounding box in red is estimated
based on projected points. (This figure is best viewed in color).
some outliers which have large variance. Finally we can
compute the bounding box which contains the inliers (i.e.,
potential object) from RANSAC, which is shown in Fig.5.
In this paper, the bounding box is simply computed based
on the maximum and minimum coordinates of inliers in the
image space.
D. Segmentation Model
In this paper, we mainly consider the scenario where the
objects of interest are closed to camera compared to the
background. In addition, we assume there is only one object
of interest in the field of view or multiple objects closed to
each other with discriminative distance to the background.
Given the clusters of point clouds learnt by K-means, we
project all these clusters onto image using camera projection
matrix. Bounding box of the potential object is obtained by
the projections of the cluster whose centre is closest to the
camera.
GrabCut models object and background using Gaussian
Mixture Models (GMMs) learnt from pixels inside and
outside of estimated bounding box. Then graph-cut algorithm
will be applied to infer segmentation results. More details can
be found in [2].
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. Experiment setup
For the sake of simplicity and cost, we collect data using
a monocular camera. In this paper, we present experiments
on three video sequences (one for outdoor and two for
indoor). Specifically, the outdoor dataset was collected by
a moving camera mounted on a quadrotor platform flying
around a stationary person, which contains 410 frames at
a 640× 480 resolution. The two indoor datasets include a
robot (NAO) and a box where both were taken from a hand
held camera and contain around 200 frames with 640×480
resolution. Sample frames of the data are shown in Fig.6(a)
and 7(a). The goal of the proposed method, GrabCutSFM,
is to demonstrate correct and automatic segmentation of the
potential meaningful object (i.e., person, robot an box) in the
image.
In terms of processing speed, we process prerecorded
videos with a 3.2GHz i5 Core CPU and achieve segmentation
at 3∼4 frames per second. Since frames are segmented
independently after 3D clustering, therefore parallelization
could be employed to achieve close to real time processing
using GPU.
B. Segmentation results
To validate the proposed unsupervised segmentation
method, we conducted two kinds of comparisons to demon-
strate that GrabCutSFM is not only promising to achieve
correct and meaningful object segmentation without any
human inputs, but still achieve comparable segmentation
results with respect to the interactive segmentation method,
GrabCut.
In order to illustrate how GrabCutSFM outperforms the
conventional 2D unsupervised image segmentation, we em-
ployed K-means on image space and clustered the pixels
into two region (i.e., object and background) using color
information only. Qualitative comparisons are shown in Fig.6
and Fig.7, respectively. The first column is the sample of our
dataset, the second column shows the projections of clustered
3D points on image plane as well as estimated bounding box
to cover potential interesting object. The third column shows
the segmentation results from 2D unsupervised segmentation,
whereas the last column illustrates the segmentation results
generated by our method.
It was shown that conventional 2D unsupervised seg-
mentation suffered providing the actual meaningful object
segmentation, which might not be useful for object based
applications, such as manipulation, tracking and obstacle
avoidance. Whereas our proposed method of using 3D cues
can provide useful and correct object segmentation auto-
matically, which can be served as the pre-process step of
many high level applications, like object classification or
recognition.
Fig.8 shows that our automatically generated bounding
box is quite close to the one chosen by human, thus Grab-
CutSFM and GrabCut provide near identical segmentation.
However, through the entire video, insufficient projections of
3D points on the boundary of the object due to self-occlusion
would cause the estimated bounding box to be smaller than
the actual object size, therefore occasionally missing tiny
regions near the object boundary.
For a quantitative comparison, we manually segmented the
person from the scene for every tenth frame (resulting in 41
ground truth frames) and computed the F1 score w.r.t ground
truth. The F1 score is defined as:
F1=
2Precison×Recall
Precison+Recall
(3)
where Precison is the fraction of our segmentation overlap-
ping with the ground truth and Recall is the fraction of the
ground truth overlapping with our segmentation.
Fig.9 shows that F1 score is about 0.87 for our Grab-
CutSFM which significantly outperforms conventional un-
supervised segmentation whose F1 score is less than 0.1,
Fig. 6. Sample frames and corresponding segmentation results for outdoor data. (a) Sample frames from our video data; (b) Projections from clustered 3D
points on image coordinates as well as estimated bounding box in red; (c) Segmentation using traditional unsupervised method (K-means); (d) Segmentation
using GrabCutSFM. (This figure is best viewed in color).
Fig. 7. Sample frames and corresponding segmentation results for indoor dataset. (a) Sample frames from our video data; (b) Projections from clustered 3D
points on image coordinates as well as estimated bounding box in red; (c) Segmentation using traditional unsupervised method (K-means); (d) Segmentation
using GrabCutSFM. (This figure is best viewed in color).
Fig. 8. Comparison between GrabCut and proposed GrabCutSFM. (a)
Segmentation with estimated bounding box automatically; (b) GrabCut
segmentation with manually provided bounding box. (This figure is best
viewed in color).
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Fig. 9. Quantitative comparison of segmentation using K-means, GrabCut
and GrabCutSFM.
meanwhile trivial difference on segmentation results from
GrabCutSFM and GrabCut encourages extending the state-
of-the-art interactive segmentation to 3D space with fully
automatic initialization.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This paper presents an unsupervised object segmentation
method, GrabCutSFM, using 3D cues to obtain meaningful
segmentation automatically. This method does not require
training data or human intervention, i.e., creating a so-
lution for fully automatic unsupervised segmentation. We
evaluated our method on real video data qualitatively and
quantitatively. For future work, we would like to extend the
method to more complicated environment and incorporate
with high level robotic applications, such as object detection
and recognition.
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